
 

Learning Outcomes / Teaching Ideas 

 

Album 1: Self-Titled 

1 to 10:  

Children will learn to count to 10 in a fun way, counting fingers and toes. 

ABC:  

Children learn the alphabet through song. This song uses the rhythm of the original, but the chords and melody have 

been changed. The listener’s ear is challenged. We wanted to get away from the common tune that is also used in 

“Twinkle Twinkle Little Star” and “Baa Baa Black Sheep”. The chorus sings about “our ABC” instead of “my ABC” like 

the original. 

Beautiful Rainbow:  

This song discusses the colours, but doesn’t present the colours of the rainbow in order. After much research it was 

discovered that the rainbow is the full colour spectrum. It is not just seven colours. The human eye just groups them 

this way. We wanted this to be a fun song, and felt the colour spectrum was too advanced to tackle in just a few 

lyrics. 

Big Kid:  

Teaches children about independence. It touches on concepts such as tying shoelaces, making a drink, catching a 

ball, putting myself to bed. 

Build it Up:  

This song is great for physical activity. Children reach as high as they can in the verse, and come tumbling down in 

the chorus.  



Doctor Octagon:  

Children will learn about shapes. Basic shapes are used in the song – circle, semi-circle, triangle, square, rectangle, 

and octagon.  

Evergreen, Deciduous:  

Children learn the difference between evergreen and deciduous trees, what date autumn starts, and what happens 

to the trees during autumn. 

I Dream:  

This song teaches children about using their imagination. The song can be used as an introduction to children 

imagining their own ideas, like “chocolate covered mountains melting in the sun” which is a lyric in the song. The 

song also familiarizes children with the sound of the “Major 7” chord. 

Mixing Colours:  

Children learn about what colours are created when two colours are mixed together.  This is a great motivational 

song when introducing painting to students. 

Mouse in my House:  

This song teaches children about the physical features of mice, and also talks about the order of the seven days of 

the week. 

Sweet Butterfly:  

This song talks about some of the minibeasts such as ladybugs (ladybirds), dragonflies, and bees. The main focus is 

the butterfly. 

Toot Toot, Beep Beep:  

This is a fun song  that discusses   trucks, planes, and trains. It’s more of a fun song – not a lot of facts in it. 

Waiting for the Rain:  

Through this song children will learn basic concepts about the rain and sun, such as dark clouds approaching before 

rain beginning, and the sun making flowers grow and keeping us warm.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


